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Abstract 
Let (>“, (+l)n) be the adic system associated to the substitution: 1 + 12,. , (n - 1) + In, 
n + 1. In Sirvent (1996) it was shown that there exist a subset ‘%” of _P and a map h, : W’ + V” 
such that the dynamical system (U”, h,,) is semiconjugate to (N-l, (+l ), _ 1). In this paper we 
compute the Hausdorff and Billingsley dimensions of the geometrical realizations of the set %‘” 
on the (n - I)-dimensional torus. We also show that the dynamical system (‘P,h,) cannot be 
realized on the (n - 1 )-torus. 
In [8] we studied some relationships between the dynamical systems that arise from 
the Rauzy substitutions: 
I 
1 -+ 12, 
2 + 13, 
nn7,: ; 
(n-l) + In, 
n + 1. 
There it was described how the dynamics of the system of this family corresponding to 
n - 1 is present in the system corresponding to n, i.e. there exists a subset of the second 
dynamical system whose dynamics resembles the first dynamical system. In this paper 
we study a geometrical realization in R”-’ of this set. We compute its Billingsley and 
Hausdorff dimensions (Theorems 1 and 2), later we show that the dynamical system 
defined on this set is not geometrically realizable on the (n - 1) torus (Theorem 4). 
A substitution in a finite alphabet & is a map, LZ, from the alphabet to a set of 
words in this alphabet. This map is extended to a map from the set of words in 
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the alphabet & into itself by juxtaposition, i.e. n(UV) = II(U)LZ( V) where U and 
V are words in the alphabet and II(O) = 0. When &‘= { 1,. . . ,n} the map II, has a 
unique fixed point II = uoui . . .We consider the closure, in the product topology on 
{I,2 )...) n}N’, of the orbit under the shift map - ~(UOU~UZ . . .) = ~1~2.. - of the fixed 
point, this space is denoted by a”. The system (a”,~) is called the dynamical system 
associated to II,. It is topologically conjugate to (+l)n : Jf” + JV” [6] where 
so that n consecutive l’s are not allowed and the map (+l ), is the extension to JV” 
of adding 1 on 
Jfn = {a E N” I3N > 0 such that V’i >N ai = 0). 
Here adding 1 is well defined, since the set A’“” is isomorphic to the natural numbers 
where the isomorphism is given by the representation of the natural numbers in the base 
given by the recurrence relation associated to the substitution n,, i.e. gk+n = cyz,i gk+i 
for k 20 and the initial conditions: gj = 2j for 0 <j <n - 1. We call the dynamical 
- 
system (A’““, (+l)n) the adic system associated to the substitution II,. See [lo, 41 for 
more details about adic systems and generalized odometers. 
This system is self-induced, i.e. the diagram 
(1) 
commutes where 
(aoa1 . . .) H (Oaoa* . . .), 
and (+?>n is the induced map of (+l), in zoE, i.e. 
ml(a) =(+1);'"'(a) 
- 
where FETE’ and m(a)= inf{~>O](+l)~(~)ENo’}. 
In [6], it was proved that (JV”, (+l)n) admits a geometrical realization as an irra- 
tional translation on Tnel, i.e. there exists a continuous and surjective map 6, : Nn + 
T”-’ such that 6, o (+ 1 )n = T o 6, and T is the translation by (A;‘, Ai2,. . . , A;“+’ ) 
where A,, is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix that represents the sub- 
stitution II,,. The matrix associated to a substitution II is the matrix M defined by 
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Mi,j = number of i occurring in n(j) for all i, j in the alphabet &. So the matrix 
associated to U, is 
In order to define the map 6,, we need to introduce first the map 8, : Jf” + R”-’ 
defined by: &(a) = C. r~,,aiB’z, where z=&(lOOO...)=T(O,...,O) and the matrix B 
is the restriction of the matrix that represents the substitution II,, to its contracting 
eigenspace, which is of codimension 1, since the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of this 
matrix is a Pisot number [l]. In the case n = 3, the matrix B is 
c d 
( 1 -d c ’ 
where c + id is one of the complex eigenvalue of the matrix that represents the sub- 
stitution I&. Now 6,(a) = ‘kZ)/_, where - is the equivalence relation defined by the 
lattice Z”-’ in R”-‘. We denote by o, the fundamental domain of T”-’ in R”-’ 
obtained by the image of 2” under &,. This set is known as the Rauzy fractal (see 
Fig. 1). The map T on w, is a piece exchange map. 
- 
Let 59’ be the subset of M” in which n consecutive O’s are not allowed i.e.: 
We will study some geometrical and dynamical properties of E,, = &(‘%“). 
Let (X,d) be a metric space, and v a measure on the Bore1 a-algebra of X and 
Y cX. The s-dimensional v-Billingsley measure of Y is 
C~s(Y)= li_iinf CV(U~) 
il: $1 L 
YC U Ui and V(Ui)<s Vi 
1 
and the v-Billingsley dimension of Y is 
BD(Y)= inf{s(!%,(Y)=O}. 
If X c R” and m is the Lebesgue measure on X then the m-Billingsley dimension is 
called the Billingsley dimension. For properties of the Billingsley dimension; see [2]. 
Theorem 1. The Billingsley dimension of E,, is equal to log A,_i/log A,,. 
Proof. We shall show that the map 8, : N” ---t co, is a measure-preserving map between 
- 
v, - a natural measure in Jf” that we define below - and the Lebesgue measure in 0,. 
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Fig. 1. The set ~3. 
Fig. 2. The set E3. 
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The space .M” admits the natural partition: 
- 
.A~” = <A,? u ./V$ u Jv& u . . . A‘“” Il...11 0 
n- 1 times 
- 
where A$’ are the elements of dV” which start with the word U. Each of these sets 
- 
is similar to V”: ., 
>; = r(N”), 
Ml”, = (+1)(2*(P)), 
A$, = (+l)z(+l)r2(P), 
J”;...,o = (+l>z.. .(+1)2(+1)&P). 
-J 
n-2 times 
In order to simplify the notation (+ 1) denotes (+ l)n. This self-similarity induces a 
partition on each MG. The collection of each of these subsets generated by the system 
of iterated maps 
{r,(+1)2:(+1)5(+1)r2,...,~+1)r.~.(+1)~(+1)r2} 
n-2 times 
generates the Bore1 o-algebra, since we can obtain any set of the form JV~ for any 
allowed word V. Therefore, we define a measure v, in JP, as follows: 
- 
\In((Z’O(+l)zi’(+l)ziZ . . . (+l)z”)(&““)) = q(io+.-+i,) 
where (r’“(+1)ri1(+1)r’2 .. (+ 1 )r” )(_P) is a set given by the system of iterated 
maps defined above. - 
On the other hand, this self-similar structure of ,Vn is induced in W, by 6,. Since 
&~z=Bo&, and &,o(+l)=To&, we have 
(~n((ZiO(+l)z”(+1)Zi2 . . 
- 
.(+l)z”)(./lrn)=B”‘TBi’TBi2 ... TBil(o,). 
If m is the normalized Lebesgue measure in w, c R”-’ we have 
m(Bio TBil TBi2 . . ~TBi’(o,))=v,((z’o(+l)r”(+l)ri2~~~(+l)~i’)(~n)) 
= 1 -(io+...+ii) 
‘il 
since B contracts m by the factor 2;’ and T is just a piece exchange map, which is 
continuous on each Bil(w,). Therefore, m(&(X)) = v,(X), for any measurable set X. 
Hence, the v,-Billingsley dimension of any set X in A’“” is equal to the Billingsley 
dimension of j,(X) and therefore is equal to the Billingsley dimension of 6,(X). In [8], 
it was proved that the v,-Billingsley dimension of @’ was log&-t/log A,, therefore 
the dimension of E, is the same as that of 59’. 0 
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Theorem 2. (1) The Hausdorff dimension of E,, is less than or equal to - log A,_,/ 
log /I,, where B,, is the greatest, in modulus, among those eigenvalues of the matrix 
associated with the substitution II,,, with norm smaller than one. 
(2) The Hausdorfldimension of Ej is equal to 2log&/log13. 
Proof. First we prove the inequality 
4&(a), i,(b)) < Cdist(a, W (2) 
where C > 0, 0 < p < 1, d is the Euclidean distance on R2 and dist is the distance in 
p defined by dist(a, b) = Aimin’i ’ arZbt1. Consider 
d(&(&J,@)) = C (ai - bi)B’z 
i>O 
< IBk 1 
48fllk, 
I) 
where, k = min{i 1 ai # bi} 
where /3,, is the greatest, in modulus, of the eigenvalues of B and C = 2 diameter(o,). 
Since dist(a,b) =IT~, we have proved (2) with p= - log ]/$,j/logA,. 
Therefore, for X any subset of (N”,dist), we have HD(&(X))< jHD(X), where 
HD stands for the Hausdorff dimension. In particular, for X = 5%“’ we have 
since in [8] it is proved that HD(V”) = log A,_ t/log A,. Therefore, the Hausdorff di- 
mension of E,, is less than or equal to -log I,_t /log I/& I. 
In the case n = 3, we have I/Is ( = A~“‘, so the HausdorK dimension of Es is less 
than or equal to 2 log AZ/ log 13. In order to prove the opposite inequality, we consider 
the Billingsley dimension of Es. Since m(D) < C’lD12, where D is any ball in 03, 
C’ a positive constant and m is the normalized Lebesgue measure in this space, we 
have BD(Es) <HD(Es)/2. From Theorem 1 we have BD(Es) = log &/log 1s. 0 
In a similar manner one can compute the HausdorR and Billingsley dimensions of - 
the geometrical realization of any subset of N’, obtained by a transition matrix S, as 
defined in Theorem 3.1 of [8]. Let S be an s x s-matrix with O’s and l’s as coefficients: 
y = {a E Jlrn I &4,+,_, a,, I... c&+k = 1 v’i>, 
where k is such that there are s symbols (words) of length k: ai,, . . . aik_, . 
Corollary 1. The Billingsley dimension of b,(Y) is equal to the v,-Billingsley dimen- 
sion of Y and the Hausdorg dimension of &(sP) is less than or equal to HD(9) 
(-log&,/log/?,), where j?,, is as in Theorem 2. 
In [8] we proved the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3. There exist a continuous map h, : %?” + Vn and a continuous surjective - 
map I,!I,, : V” + Af” that make the following diagram commutate 
The map h, of the previous theorem cannot be realized as a map on E,,. 
Theorem 4. There does not exist a map H,, on E,, for which the following diagram 
commutes: 
6” ! ! 6, 
H” 
En -En 
Proof. If we define the map H,, with the desired property, it is not well defined. We 
prove this for the case n = 3, for the other values of n the proof is similar. Con- 
sider the following elements of V’: ~=110110110~~~ and ~=011011011~~~, they 
have the same image under 63, see [9] or [7] (Lemma 3.2.1). On the other hand, 
h&z)= 10011011011 ... and hJ(b) = 010011011011 . . ., see [8] for the definition of hj. 
Observe that (+1)5(hs(@)=010000... and (+1)5(h~(~))=000000~~~ there- 
fore &((+l )‘(h@>)) = 0 and &((+1)5(h&))) = Bz, i.e. &((+l )‘(h3(a))) # 
&((+-I )5(h3(b))). Hence &((h&))) # &((Mb))). 0 
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